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Tres Cantos Open Lab Foundation Terms and Conditions for 
Research Grants  
 
Tres Cantos Open Lab Foundation (the “Foundation”) funds and otherwise supports research 
at, or in collaboration with the Global Health R&D site at Tres Cantos, Spain (including, but 
not limited to malaria, tuberculosis, and other neglected diseases which are identified by the 
Foundation from time to time). 
 
The Foundation seeks to work in collaboration with recipient institutions to ensure that the 
administration of the award for each funded project runs efficiently and enables a successful 
research project.  
 

 

These Terms and Conditions for Research Grants (“Grant Terms”), together with the Award 
Letter (including any additional special terms and conditions contained in the Award Letter), 
set out the terms and conditions on which any Grant is made by the Foundation.  The 
Foundation reserves the right however to vary these Grant Terms from time to time. 

 

1. Definitions 

 

Award Letter: means the letter from the Foundation notifying the Organisation that an Award 
has been granted and specifying details of the amount awarded.  

 

Guiding Principles: means the guiding principles of WIPO Re:Search, which are set out at 
Schedule 1 to these Grant Terms. Shigella and Cryptosporidium shall be treated as though 
they are in the scope of WIPO Re:Search’s list of NTDs for the purpose of this Grant. 

 

Foundation: means the Tres Cantos Open Lab Foundation, a company, limited by guarantee, 
registered in England & Wales, no. 7301222, and a charity registered in England & Wales, no. 
1142577 whose registered address is One London Square, 3rd Floor, Cross Lanes, Guildford, 
Surrey GU1 1UN, United Kingdom. 

 

Funded Project: means the research project funded, in whole or in part, by the Grant and as 
described in the grant application (as attached to the Award Letter). 

 

Grant:  means the grant described in the Award Letter. 

 

Grant Period:  means the period in respect of which the Grant has been awards, as set out in 
the Award Letter. 

 

Intellectual Property (or IP): means patents, trademarks, service marks, registered designs, 
copyrights, database rights, design rights, confidential information, applications for any of the 
above, and any similar right recognised from time to time in any jurisdiction, together with all 
rights of action in relation to the infringement of any of the above. 
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Know-How: means unpatented technical information (including, without limitation, information 
relating to inventions, discoveries, concepts, methodologies, models, research, development 
and testing procedures, the results of experiments, tests and trials, manufacturing processes, 
techniques and specifications, quality control data, analyses, reports and submissions) that is 
not in the public domain. 

 

Principal Investigator: means the individual appointed by the Recipient Organisation to lead 
the funded research project. 

 

Recipient Organisation: means the organisation to which the Grant is awarded, and which 
takes responsibility for the management of the research project and the accountability of the 
funds provided. 

 

Results: mean all information, Know-how, results, inventions, software and other Intellectual 
Property identified or first reduced to practice or writing in the course of the Funded Project. 

 

 

2. Responsibilities of the Recipient Organisation 

 

a. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that the Principal Investigator and any other 
parties, including collaborators, supervisors and staff employed on the Funded Project, 
are aware of their responsibilities and that they comply with the Grant Terms. 

 

b. The Grant made available by the Foundation must be applied exclusively for the 
purposes approved in support of the Funded Project. 

 

c. The Recipient Organisation must use its reasonable endeavours to complete the 
Funded Project in accordance with the plan set out in the grant application (as attached 
to the Award Letter), including any agreed timelines. 

 

d. The Recipient Organisation must submit reports during the Grant Period on the progress 
of the activities funded by the Grant, as required by the Foundation. The Recipient 
Organisation must also within three months of the end of the Grant Period or as 
otherwise required by the Foundation submit a report summarising the Results in a 
format as required by the Foundation. 

 

e. The Recipient Organisation must comply in relation to the Funded Project with all 
relevant legal and regulatory requirements, including but not limited to applicable anti-
corruption laws. 

 

f. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that, before the research funded by the Grant 
commences and during the full Grant Period, any and all necessary legal and regulatory 
conditions in order to conduct the research are met, and all the necessary licences and 
approvals have been obtained. Where any element of the research funded by the Grant 
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is to be conducted outside the Recipient Organisation’s country of domicile, such legal 
and regulatory requirements, and such licences and approvals should include those 
applicable in the additional countries involved. 

 

g. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that any part of the Funded Project involving 
the use of animals or human tissue complies at all times with the relevant laws and 
regulations in the country where such work is being undertaken. Any element of the 
Funded Project funded by the Grant that is conducted outside the United Kingdom must 
also, as a minimum standard, be conducted in accordance with the principles of the UK 
legislation: Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and Human Tissue Act 2004 
respectively. 

 

h. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that it has in place formal written procedures 
for managing the process for obtaining any necessary or appropriate ethical approval 
for the research funded by the Grant and must accept full responsibility for ensuring that 
any such ethical approval is in place at all relevant times during the Grant Period.   

 

i. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that potential conflicts of interest in research 
are declared and subsequently managed. 

 

 

3. Administration of the Award 

 

a. Payments will not be made on the Grant until the Recipient Organisation has formally 
accepted the Grant and the conditions under which the Grant is awarded and has 
activated the Grant. (The Award Letter contains further details about how to do this.) 

 

b. The Foundation’s funding of the Funded Project is limited to the Grant, and in particular 
to the agreed budget contained in the Award Letter.  The Recipient Organisation must 
ensure that other funding together with adequate and appropriate resources are 
provided, as necessary, to support the Funded Project described in the Award Letter.  

 

c. The Recipient Organisation must activate the Grant within six months of the proposed 
start date referred to in the Award Letter. For the Discovery projects, the Foundation will 
normally make payments quarterly in arrears on the basis of expenditure information 
received. For the Clinical projects The Foundation will make payments on i) the first 
milestone date as specified in the Payment Schedule, and ii) on consecutive milestone 
dates as specified in the Payment Schedule, subject to the Recipient Organisation 
providing expenditure reports and evidence of the successful completion of the prior 
milestone event in a form reasonably acceptable to the Foundation.  Final payments 
should be submitted by the Recipient Organization no later than six months from the 
date of expiration of the collaboration agreement. Where other payment arrangements 
apply, these will be detailed in the Award Letter.  

 

 

d. All payments will be made only to the Recipient Organisation and will be paid in Pounds 
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Sterling. The Organisation must notify the Foundation of any changes to its bank 
account details.  

 

e. On a six-monthly basis, the Recipient Organisation must submit, in a form reasonably 
acceptable to the Foundation, reports detailing actual expenditure by the Recipient 
Organisation during the previous quarter.  

 

f. The Foundation has the right to suspend payments to the Recipient Organisation where 
it is concerned about an aspect of any expenditure report, or in the event of non-delivery 
of an expenditure report, required under paragraph 3(c) or  3(e) above.  

 

g. In the event that the Recipient Organisation completes the activities funded by the Grant 
without spending the full amount of the Grant, the Recipient Organisation must repay all 
unspent sums to the Foundation and the Foundation will not be obliged to make any 
further payments to the Recipient Organisation in respect of the Grant.  

 

h. If any amount of the Grant is not used in accordance with the conditions under which 
the Grant is awarded, the Recipient Organisation agrees to repay such amount promptly 
to the Foundation.  

 

i. It is the Foundation’s expectation that the Grant is given as a true grant which is non-
business and not subject to VAT (or other taxes as appropriate) and not given in relation 
to a supply of services for consideration. However, in the event that it is determined by 
any Tax Authorities that there is a supply for VAT purposes, it is agreed that the funds 
provided in the Grant are inclusive of any VAT payable. It is the Recipient Organisation’s 
responsibility to consider its own VAT (or other taxes as appropriate) and assess its 
liability. The Foundation will not take responsibility for any VAT incurred or due as a 
result of provision of the Grant. 

 

 

4. Audit  

 

a. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that the control of expenditure to be funded 
under the Grant is governed by the normal standards and procedures of the Recipient 
Organisation and is covered by any formal audit arrangements that exist in the Recipient 
Organisation.  

 

b. The Foundation has the right, at its discretion and expense (and directly or via third 
parties engaged by it), to audit the Grant, income and expenditure in relation to the 
activities funded by the Grant, and/or the systems used by the Recipient Organisation 
to administer Foundation grants at any time.  

 

c. The Recipient Organisation must provide access to accounting and other records 
relating to the Grant and the activities funded by the Grant for auditors and other 
personnel from or appointed by the Foundation at any time, if requested by the 
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Foundation and at the Foundation’s expense. Such access must include the right to 
inspect any equipment or facilities acquired or funded under the Grant. Where elements 
of expenditure under the Grant have been subcontracted, the Recipient Organisation 
should ensure that the right of access extends to the accounts, records, equipment and 
facilities of any such subcontractor relevant to the management of the Grant.  

 

 

5. Employment  

 

a. Where support is provided for the employment of staff under a Grant, the Foundation 
does not act as an employer with respect to the Grant.  The Recipient Organisation is 
responsible and liable for recruitment, the issue of contracts and all duties and 
responsibilities of an employer.  

 

b. The Foundation will not be responsible for any employment costs related to staff 
supported by the Grant, except to the extent such costs are covered by the Grant and 
specified in the Award Letter.  The Foundation will not be liable for or meet any 
employment related claims or costs (such as maternity or sick leave, for unfair or 
constructive dismissal, redundancy or employment termination costs) whether as a 
result of expiry or early termination of the Grant.  

 

 

6. Equipment  

 

a. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that it has in place clearly defined procedures 
for the procurement of equipment and that equipment funded by the Grant is acquired 
by the Recipient Organisation in accordance with these procedures.  

 

b. The Recipient Organisation must ensure that equipment funded by the Grant is 
appropriately insured and is maintained throughout its useful life or the Grant Period, 
whichever is the shorter.  

 

c. Equipment funded by the Grant is awarded to the Recipient Organisation specifically for 
the purpose of the Funded Project. Written permission from the Foundation must be 
obtained to use during the Grant Period the equipment for any other purpose (including 
to charge, hire, lend or dispose of it).  

 

 

7. Intellectual property and Dissemination of Results  

 

a. It is acknowledged that the WIPO Re:Search initiative has been discontinued. 
Notwithstanding the discontinuation of WIPO Re:Search, each of Foundation and the 
Recipient Organisation agree to comply with the Guiding Principles, and to make the 
Results and any Intellectual Property in the Results available via any successor initiative 
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to WIPO Re:Search or other platform reasonably identified by Foundation and 
communicated to Recipient Organisation in writing. 

 

b. The Foundation makes no claim to own Results from the Funded Project.  In order to 
meet the Foundation’s charitable objectives, however, the Foundation requires that all 
Results are made available to third parties in accordance with the Guiding Principles. 

 

c. The Recipient Organisation must make available to third parties in accordance with the 
Guiding Principles all results generated by the Principal Investigator and any other staff 
employed by the Recipient Organisation on the Funded Project.   Where the Recipient 
Organisation undertakes the Funded Project in collaboration with a third party, the basis 
of collaboration, including ownership of Intellectual Property and rights to exploitation, 
must be set out in an agreement before the Funded Project begins.  Any Result 
generated during a Funded Project would be owned by the inventor of that Result, or as 
otherwise provided in such agreement by the parties collaborating on such Funded 
Project. The terms of such collaboration must not conflict with these Grant Terms.     

 

d. Should any IP arise or result in the performance of the Funded Project, then the 
Foundation requires the Recipient Organisation to consider whether the protection, 
management and exploitation of such IP is an appropriate means of achieving the public 
benefit.  Notwithstanding the above, the Recipient Organisation shall be free to protect, 
manage and exploit IP, as it deems appropriate, provided that all Results are made 
available to third parties in accordance with the Guiding Principles. 

 

e. The Foundation requires that findings from the Funded Project will be disseminated in 
Open Access journals, in consistency with the charitable nature of the funding. While 
Open Access will not be required for editorials, letters, conference proceedings, review 
articles and study protocols. In the case of journals that do not support the immediate 
(“gold”) open access option, self-archiving of the final peer-reviewed manuscript in an in 
an institutional or subject repository by 6 months after publication (“green” open access) 
would be accepted.  

 

f. The publication or release of such findings may be reasonably delayed enabling 
protection of any intellectual property.  

 

g. Open Access allowance up to £3,500 will be covered during Grant period and 12 months 
following completion of the project, 50% will be covered during the second year and 25% 
in the third year.  This publication needs approval from the Tres Cantos Open Lab 
Management team prior to submission 

 

8. Publicity  

 

a. Publications and other forms of media communication, including media appearances, 
press releases and conferences, must acknowledge the support received from the 
Foundation. “This project has been co-funded by the Tres Cantos Open Lab 
Foundation.” 
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b. The Recipient Organisation must consult with the Foundation on any press statements 
that may be issued about the Grant or the findings from the activities funded by the 
Grant.  

 

c. The Foundation may disclose to third parties and the general public information 
regarding the Grant, including the name and address of the Recipient Organisation, the 
name of the Principal Investigator, and a summary of the project proposal. In particular, 
the Recipient Organisation agrees that the Foundation, and its principal funder, may 
publish this information on its website and on any website controlled by the 
GlaxoSmithKline group of companies. The Recipient Organisation will obtain the 
consent of the Principal Investigator for their names to be included in connection with 
such disclosures. 

 

 

 

9. Limitation of liability  

 

The Foundation accepts no responsibility, financial or otherwise, for expenditure (or 
liabilities arising out of such expenditure) or liabilities arising out of the activities funded 
by the Grant.  

 

 

10. Variation and termination  

 

a. The Foundation reserves the right to amend these Grant Terms, or any terms and 
conditions in the Award Letter. The Foundation will inform the Recipient Organisation of 
any change and issue it with the revised version or direct it to an updated version of the 
Grant Terms on its website.  

 

b. In the event of any conflict between the provisions of these Grant Terms as amended 
from time to time, and of the Award Letter, the provisions of the Award Letter will take 
precedence.  

 

c. The Recipient Organisation must inform the Foundation without delay of any change to 
the status of the Recipient Organisation or the Principal Investigator which might affect 
their ability to comply with these Grant Terms.  

 

d. The Recipient Organisation must inform the Foundation as soon as practicable of any 
significant divergence from the original aims and directions of the activities funded by 
the Grant.  Any major changes to the Funded Project, including an extension of the 
estimated timelines, require the written approval of the Foundation. 
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e. The Foundation reserves the right to revise, retain or terminate the Grant on notice with 
immediate effect, subject to reasonable notice and to payment of such of the previously 
approved Grant as may is demonstrated by the Recipient Organisation as necessary to 
cover outstanding and unavoidable commitments.  

 

 

11. Governing law and jurisdiction  

 

These Grant Terms shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of 
England & Wales. The Recipient Organisation and the Principal Investigator irrevocably 
submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of England & Wales to settle any disputes in connection 
with the Grant and these Grant Terms.  
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SCHEDULE 1 
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Shigella and Cryptosporidium shall be treated as though they are in the scope of WIPO Re:Search’ list 
of NTDs for the purpose of this Agreement. 

 

 

 

 

 


